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Abstract- Cooperative diversity is a network problem 

which can exist across several layers in layered network 

architecture. It has been found from continuous work on 

relay channel for information theory community that 

there are several other fields of research to build from 

and relate to, including single user multi-antenna 

systems and various results for ad-hoc networks 

(especially in multi-hop routing). 

 

Index Terms— Diversity, Shannon Capacity, Average 

Capacity, Outage, Multi antenna system. 

 

I. RELAY CHANNELS AND EXTENSIONS 

Maximum of researchers on relay channels have 

focused on discrete or additive white Gaussian noise 

channels and their performance was examined in 

terms of Shannon capacity [8]. But the recent work 

has also considered the issue of multipath fading. The 

classical relay channel model was initially introduced 

and examined by Van Der Meulen, and then studied 

by a number of authors. The distinctive property of 

relay channels is that they receive process and re-

transmit the information bearing signals to improve 

overall performance of system. Any extra terminal in 

network can serve as relay. Also, transmitting and/or 

receiving terminals can cooperate by serving as relays 

for each other. 

Cover and E I Gamel developed lower and upper 

bounds for channel capacity via random coding and 

converse arguments respectively after examining non-

faded relay channels. The lower and upper bounds 

never coincide except in the case of degraded relay 

channels. The lower bounds on capacity are obtained 

by using three structurally different random coding 

schemes which are facilitation, cooperation and 

observation [7]. 

The facilitation scheme is not largely involved. In this 

scheme, relay does not actively help the source, but 

supports the transmission by inducing as little 

interference as possible. The cooperation and 

observation schemes are largely involved. 

In cooperation scheme, the relay terminal retransmits 

the information signal after fully decoding the source 

message. 

The relay precisely encodes the bin index of the 

previous source message according to Slepion Wolf 

Coding [8]. The terminal transmits the superposition 

of new encoded message and encoded bin index of 

previous source message. The destination terminal 

combines the source and relay transmissions in order 

to achieve higher rates than with direct transmission 

alone. In some cases, the full decoding of signal at 

relay terminal can be a limiting factor because the 

transmission rates achieved by this type of 

cooperation are not greater than capacity of direct 

transmission. Cover and E I Gamel offered 

observation scheme as an alternative. In observation 

scheme, the relay encodes a quantized version of its 

received signal. 

At destination, relay’s signal and direct source 

message signals are combined for better estimation of 

source message. Simply it can be said that cooperation 

scheme may be most beneficial when channel 

between source, relay and destination is particularly 

good. But for intermediate regions, superposition of 

two schemes can be implemented for maximizing the 

available rates. There are two general cases of relay 

processing and retransmission. 

In one case, the relay decodes the received signal and 

retransmits some information about received signal 

which is referred as decode-and –forward scheme [7], 

e.g. regenerative repeaters. In other case, the relay 

conveys the representation of received signal to 

destination so that destination effectively combine 

two receive signals and decode. This is referred as 

observe-and-forward schemes [30], e.g. amplifying 

repeaters. 

II. FADING CHANNEL CAPACITY 

Several types of capacities have been developed 

because of the conditions under which wireless 

systems operate [4]. These include – 

 Shannon (Ergodic) capacity 

 Capacity- Vs.- Outage 

 Average Capacity 

These capacities are significantly influenced by two 

factors. First, the extent to which fading changes 

during coding interval. Second, the availability of 

channel state information at terminals. Let us consider 

a single-user additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 

channel with frequency non-selective fading property 

for describing various capacities. The channel can be 

modelled in complex baseband equivalent form as 

under- 
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𝑦 𝑛 = 𝑎 𝑛 . 𝑥 𝑛 +  𝑧[𝑛] 

(1) 

Where x[n] : transmitted signal 

a[n] : effects of multipath fading 

z[n] : receiver’s thermal noise and other 

forms of interference 

A. SHANNON CAPACITY 

Ergodic fading (Full Temporal Diversity) 

If a[n] is a stationary and ergodic process and coding 

is performed over long block lengths, then Shannon 

capacity becomes a measure of maximum rate of 

reliable communication. Reliable communication is 

that when error probabilities approaches to zero. 

Depending upon fading state information available at 

receiver or transmitter, Shannon capacity appears 

differently. Fading may be treated as an additional 

channel output if only receiver measures the fading 

process with precision. The mutual information 

between input and output will be given by- 

𝐼 𝑥; 𝑦; 𝑎 = 𝐼 𝑥; 𝑎 + 𝐼  𝑥;
𝑦

𝑎
  

(2) 

If z[n] is independent and identically distributed 

(i.i.d.) complex Gaussian with variance N0 and x[n] is 

i.i.d complex Gaussian with variance P, then the 

mutual information in “(2)” will become channel 

capacity [9]. 

𝐶𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑅 = 𝐸  log  1 +
|𝑎|2𝑃

𝑁0
   

(3) 

If a separate feedback channel exists, then transmitter 

can adapt x[n] to channel states. A simple adaption 

rule must be followed. If SNR falls below a certain 

threshold, then there should be no transmission and 

there should be high power transmission if SNR lies 

above threshold [8]. 

Adaptations must be according to appropriate average 

or peak power constraints. Generally, Shannon 

capacity in Gaussian noise [12] is given by- 

𝐶𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑅 ,𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑇 = max
𝑃 . 

𝐸  log  1 +
|𝑎|2𝑃 𝑎 

𝑁0

   

(4) 

Where P (.) represents power allocation function, e.g. 

an average power constraint 𝐸 𝑃 𝑎  ≤ 𝑃 

Non-Ergodic Fading, No Temporal Diversity 

In some circumstances, fading process may be non-

ergodic within coding interval due to delay constraints 

on system and in case of stationary environments. The 

lack of temporal variations in the channel prevents the 

coding strategy from exploiting temporal diversity. In 

such cases, Shannon capacity is often zero, therefore 

it is not a useful performance measure. Shannon 

capacity breaks down due to non reliable 

communication. There are another performance 

measures which depend on probability distribution 

over channels in composite channel framework [24]. 

B. CAPACITY-VS.-OUTAGE 

Capacity-vs.-outage is trade-off between fixed rate 

and probability of achievable rate over any composite 

channel. Let us consider non-ergodic Gaussian fading 

channel for any fixed rate R and same channel 

realizations supporting the rate with- 

log  1 +
|𝑎|2𝑃

𝑁0

 ≥ 𝑅 

(5) 

Also, some channel realization will not support the 

rate, which is with 

log  1 +
|𝑎|2𝑃

𝑁0

 < 𝑅 

(6) 

The event in “(6)” is referred as an outage event and 

its probability is called as outage probability of 

channel. Outage probability should be a non-

decreasing function of R. 

In Gaussian case, this condition is satisfied. Hence, 

the capacity-vs.-outage is defined as maximum rate of 

outage probability less than some predetermined level. 

Delay limited capacity is the special case of capacity-

vs.-outage corresponding to zero outage [27, 38, 6]. 

C. AVERAGE CAPACITY 

In the capacity-vs.-outage framework, coding and 

modulation are performed at some fixed, pre-

determined, achievable or non-achievable rate. 

Another option for coding and modulation is coding 

for a monotonically increasing set of rates by using 

general superposition codes for broadcast channel. 

Rates are achievable only up to a certain point 

depending upon channel realization. This will further 

result in designing of a coding scheme for maximizing 

the expected achievable rate. The average capacity 

framework may be useful only if it is paired with 

appropriate source-coding techniques, e.g. successive 

refinement coding [29] and approach was originally 

proposed for fading channels [31]. 
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III. MULTI-ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

Now-a-days, there is an increase in the use of multi-

antenna physical arrays at transmitter and receivers. 

These physical arrays offer space diversity to 

overcome fading and beam forming (to overcome 

fading and interference both). Increased capacity and 

improved robustness to fading are advantages to 

physical arrays. Due to these benefits, special efforts 

have been made for designing of practical space-time 

codes and their decoding algorithms. Various studies 

have proved that carrier frequency wavelength 

dependent separation among antennas plays an 

important role for spatial diversity with physical 

arrays. The constraints will be less effective with an 

increase in carrier frequency. The decrease in terminal 

size with circuit integration will limit the number of 

antennas for transmitter or receiver. For such size 

constraint system, a virtual array is created by using 

multiple users in cooperation and effective sharing of 

their antennas. 

 

 
Fig.1  Block Diagram of point-to-point physical array. (a) multi-

user virtual array and (b) cooperative diversity transmission. 

Fig.3.1 is a comparison of block diagrams for physical 

and virtual arrays. Physical layer is responsible to 

handle multi-antenna array problem, but virtual arrays 

can be handled with a variety of layering including 

interaction across layers. Multi-antenna physical array 

systems provide performance bounds for virtual array. 

Also, space-time code of physical arrays can be used 

in cooperative settings. 

Fig.2 is illustrating a model for multi-antenna system 

having T transmitters and R receivers. In vector form, 

𝑦 = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝑧 

(7) 

Where A is R*T matrix 

            y and z are column vector of size R*1 

            x is column vector of size T*1 

 

 
Fig.2  Multi antenna system 

Here, any element [A]r,t = ar,t is responsible to capture 

the effects of multipath fading between transmitter t 

and receiver r and zr is responsible for receiver’s 

thermal noise and other forms of interference. 

The model shown in fig.2 is special case of wireless 

network having one transmitter and one receiver with 

input and output vectors. The model has been greatly 

improved. Initially, focus was on multiple receiver 

antenna with associated algorithms and array 

processing techniques (beam forming and interference 

mitigation) [19, 28], but recently the systems having 

multiple transmitter antenna with multiple receiver 

antenna have been developed. 

Researchers have focused on characterization of limits 

on performance of multi-antenna system and 

designing of practical coding and decoding algorithms 

to follow these limits. 

 

A. FUNDAMENTAL PERFORMANCE 

LIMITS 

The limiting performance of multi-antenna system 

was characterised after several studies under large 

number of fading conditions. The Shannon capacity 

for channel model in fig.3.2 was developed for several 

different cases of channel state information available 

to transmitter and receiver: 
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 Without channel state information [1, 2, 25, 

40] 

 With channel state information available to 

receiver only [26] 

 With channel state information available to 

both transmitter and receiver [35] 

 

B. SHANNON (ERGODIC) CAPACITY 

According to Shannon capacity, capacity increases in 

multi-antenna systems. If the channel state 

information is available only at receiver, then 

Shannon capacity increases by min {T, R} b/s/Hz for 

each additional 3dB of SNR in high SNR region [35]. 

If no channel state information is available, then 

channel capacity will depend upon- 

 Number of transmitting antenna 

 Number of receiving antenna. 

 Channel coherence time, k (defined as 

number of samples for which any channel 

remains constant in assumed block fading 

model before it changes) 

Also the capacity of an AWGN (Additive White 

Gaussian Noise) channel increases by 1b/s/Hz for 

each additional 3dB SNR in high SNR region. 

Therefore, large efficiencies can be achieved by use of 

multi-antenna systems. 

C. CAPACITY-VS.- OUTAGE AND DELAY 

LIMITED CAPACITY 

Any channel may not exhibit ergodic nature within a 

coding interval (when delay constraints are 

considered), therefore, Shannon capacity is zero. In 

such cases outage probability [5, 27] or delay limited 

capacity [15] are used to measure efficiency of multi-

antenna system. In addition of increased capacity, 

multi-antenna systems can be used to improve 

robustness to fading conditions. [11, 26, 35] 

Various studies examined the coding and decoding 

methods (space time codes) to increase spectral 

efficiency in case of multi-antenna systems. Scalar 

coded methods were in use for earlier schemes, e.g. 

repetition diversity over orthogonal frequency band 

[26]. Vector coding was a result of studies on BLAST 

systems by Foschini and Gans [10, 11].  

Space time and block codes were given by Tarokh 

[33, 34]. Differential space time coding was result of 

Hochwold and Marzetta [16, 17, 18]. Simple block 

codes (to achieve full diversity) and simple linear 

decoding algorithms were given by Alamouti [3]. 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. WIRELESS NETWORKS 

Cooperative diversity may primarily be implemented 

in radio terminal networks and network architectures 

which are involved for proper function. Also, 

depending upon application and pre-existing 

infrastructure, these architectures may be of different 

forms. Following results have been obtained for 

infrastructure networks and ad-hoc networks. 

 

A. INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORKS 

Keeping in view, the fundamental performance limits 

at physical layer, infrastructure networks are treated 

primarily at cell level (inter-cell interference is treated 

as noise). The uplink transmission is modelled as 

multiple-access channel with multiple-antennas and 

channel state information at base station. The 

downlink transmission is modelled as without 

multiple-antennas; channel state information at 

mobiles and inter-cell interference. 

Earlier, cellular uplink models were treated without 

fading and with inter-cell interference by allowing all 

base stations to cooperatively decode transmissions 

from mobiles [39]. It was also determined that 

performance of intra-cell TDMA was sufficient, but 

performance of inter-cell TDMA degraded. 

Depending upon this model, fading was measured at 

receivers and their associated inter-cell issues were 

examined. Different forms of power control in 

network were allowed by measuring the fading by 

receivers and fed back to transmitters [12, 23, 37]. 

This multi-user diversity was translated into total 

throughput of a multiple-access channel. These results 

were, further, extended to downlink channels and 

other forms of channel capacity. 

B. AD-HOC NETWORKS 

Ad-hoc networks were introduced as packet radio 

networks [20, 21], which was a wireless extension of 

packet switching in wire-line networks. The issues 

were re-examined due to technological advances. A 

number of authors have compared direct (single-hop) 

transmission and cascade (multi-hop) transmission by 

considering channel conditions [36]. Some authors 

examined another issues like scheduling, routing and 

organisational problems associated with these 

networks [22]. 

Basically, ad-hoc networks were developed by 

computer and data networking communities. But, 

some performance and scaling laws were introduced 

by information theory community. High data rates can 

be obtained by using fixed networks of small numbers 

of terminals (to make efficient use of large 

bandwidths) without any sophisticated network 

protocol [14, 32]. 
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Suitable cascade transmission policy (which provides 

throughput of 1 per terminal as network density 

increases) was developed by Grossglauser [13] 

depending upon [14]. According to mobile protocol, 

at any given time, a terminal transmits packets (its 

own packets or forwarding packets of another 

terminal) only to its closest (nearest) terminal. Due to 

increase in terminal density, the transmission distance 

will decrease, which further results in low power 

requirement and less interference. In broader sense, 

every terminal is carrying queued packets for every 

other terminal. Therefore, it can be said that protocol 

is offering multi-user diversity effect. 

Emerging research is resulting in some new interior 

points. Some authors have explained throughput 

capacity per terminal with higher terminal density 

within a constant area [13, 14]. Some worked on an 

achievable rate region for multi-hop routing for finite 

number of terminals. Others introduced rate vectors 

for negative rates depending upon forwarding 

information for another terminal. 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Here, we have evaluated the wireless network 

algorithm by considering the cooperation among 

terminals. A number of relay terminal signals form 

virtual antenna array for each other, which further led 

to trade-off between cost, power, bandwidth and 

computational complexity. Also, there is a trade-off 

between cooperating terminals with their own 

information to communicate. To overcome multipath 

fading spatial diversity was implemented. In contrast 

to classical relay channel model, it is having a single 

source terminal with information to communicate and 

additional relay terminals without information to 

communicate. Here, the relay can be additional 

resource of power and computation and can be used 

by source terminal. Also, there is no trade-off which 

again supports cooperative diversity. 
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